Sunyer et al,'2 investigated the association between ambient atmospheric pollution by sulphur dioxide, nitrogen dioxide, black smoke, carbon monoxide, and ozone on emergency room attendances for chronic obstructive lung disease in adults in Barcelona. The second, by Neas and colleagues,'3 studied the relation between indoor nitrogen dioxide pollution and respiratory symptoms in children.
In the Barcelona study ' These studies provide further evidence that adverse effects on respiratory health occur at currently permitted levels of outdoor pollution, and at levels of indoor pollution that occur in many households. The findings for indoor pollution are not entirely unexpected because several studies have linked domestic nitrogen dioxide pollution with respiratory health in children,'6 though few have measured nitrogen dioxide directly. The wider importance of the study is perhaps that it identifies respiratory morbidity that is open to intervention as the prevention of pollution by inadequately ventilated heat sources should be relatively simple. The findings on outdoor pollution were also predictable, principally because any pollution limit other than zero is unlikely to prevent biological effects completely, but also because improvements in the quality of exposure and outcome measurements, and in statistical methods, will tend to uncover small biological effects that might have been missed two or three decades ago. In an invited commentary on the Barcelona study Corn'7 argued that measurable effects of low level pollution in a sensitive or susceptible subgroup of the population are to be expected, and that pollution standards that would ensure zero risk to the entire population are unrealistic. The effects of outdoor pollution must, however, be kept under scrutiny, and permitted levels periodically reappraised to take account of changes in patterns of pollution and in the prevalence of diseases particularly susceptible to the effects of exposure to pollution. Studies of this nature are an essential part of that process; they need to be extended to examine the effects of pollution on people with asthma, and to assess the interactions between the effects of different pollutants and meteorological variables. Determining what is an acceptable level of pollution in public health terms will never be easy, and converting these decisions into policy even less so. At a superficial level, however, the Barcelona data suggest that a reduction in permitted sulphur dioxide concentrations by 25 Mg/m3 would decrease hospital admissions for chronic obstructive lung disease by about 5%, and that similar benefits might be achieved by relatively small restrictions in permitted concentrations of other pollutants. Perhaps the time has come to explore the costs and benefits of such restrictions in more detail. 
